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The BG News
Serving a growing university since 1920
Volumt 53, Number 121

Thursday, July 24, 1969

Summer enrollment
4,626 first session

ONE SMALL STEP FOR MAN-The whole world
watched at Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin made

their historical walk.
(Photo by Larry Nighswander)

Former journalism director dies
after extended hospital illness
Jesse J. Currier, 62, for 25
years the director of the School
of Journalism, died at 7:45 a.m.
Tuesday at Wood County Hospital.
Currier Joined the BGSU staff
In 1940 and was Instrumental In

Jesse J. Currier

establishing the journalism major
In 1946. In January, 1967, he stepped
down from the director's post of
the Journalism School to devote
full time to teaching.
"I think I'd say he was In love
with his fellow man, and the way
In which he lived his life bore
this out. From day to day he
was testimony to this," stated
James R. Gordon, assistant pro-

fessor of Journalism.
"He had great sensitivity to
needs of students as human beings.
He understood human nature. He
looked for and found the best In
Individuals," Gordon continued.
"I think of him at one extreme
and the computer at the other.
He was so warm, so friendly.
I would hope that I could, In a
way, repay him for all the things
that he has done for me as a
student, as an employee, and as
a friend, by doing these same
things for my students, and for
my employees and for my friends,"
he concluded.
A graduate of Carroll (Ohio)
High School, he was graduated from
Ohio Wesleyan University In 1931
and received his Master's degree
from Ohio State In 1937. He was a
feature writer for the Columbus
Dispatch and a correspondent for
several other Ohio newspapers
from 1932-37, and also had served
as director of adult education for
the Delaware public schools.
In 1942, Currier published a
book, "The Beginnings of Ohio
Journalism," and has been a frequent contributor to professional
Journals. He was a member of
Sigma
Delta Chi, professional
Journalism organization; Phi Mu
Alpha, Phi Sigma Alpha, Alpha
Tau Omega and numerous Journalism associations.
Mr. Currier was born Dec. 14,
1906, In Madison County to Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse A. Currier. He
married Florence Llebendorfer
Dec. 21, 1936 In Delaware, and she
survives. Also surviving Is one

sister. Miss Elizabeth Currier,
Delaware.
.,
Dr. Currier was a member of
the Klwanls Club and the First
Methodist Church.
The funeral will be at 1 p.m.
Friday In the church, with burial
In Oak Grove Cemstary, Delaware. The family requests that In
lieu of flowers, contributions be
made to the Cancer Fund or the
First Methodist Church.

One of the lifeguards discovered
St. Clalr's body at the bottom of
the deepest part of the pool and
pulled him to the side. Both guards
attempted artificial respiration but
the attempts failed to revive the
young man.
Dr. James Olms, director of the
University Health Center, also attempted heart massage.
St. Clalr Is survived by his parents, three brothers and three
sisters, all at home. The funeral
will be held at 1:30 p.m. Friday
in the Sage Barndt Funeral Home,
Bradner.
St. Clalr Is the first drowning
In the University pool's history.
It was constructed In 1939.

they will be dropped. He explained
that the summer program "does
not have the flexibility of assigning professors to other positions,"
and since they have signed a firm
contract, the courses are usually
allowed to continue. If a class
had below minimum enrollment
during the regular school year,
Dean Geer explained the usual
procedure is reassignment of the
professor to an over-loaded or new
section.
Several second session sections
have been cancelled. These Include English 420 (3126), Geography 410 (3170), Industrial Arts
388 (3250) and Psychology 271
(3405).
A few sections of English 310
Marketing 410, and Music 353 still
have openings for students.
No problems from cancelled
classes have arisen first session.
Dean Geer commented that the faculty Is very conscious of hardships caused by cancelling
courses," and therefore is careful when scheduling the summer
classes.
For students who are still planning to register for the second
term, there is a list of classes
that have been filled, cancelled,
or newly opened. To assist students in registration, this list is
located on the ground floor of the
Administration Building.
Finally Dean Geer commented
about summer school problems.
"Only one," he said, "the heatIt's been terrific." And the heat
has made several classrooms, especially those In South Hall, almost
unbearable.

Wapa... ku... WHAT?
By DANEENE J. FRY

Youth drowns in BGSU pool
Gary St. Clalr, 18, apparently
drowned about 1 p.m. Tuesday at
the Bowling Green State University
Natatorlum.
St. Clalr, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert D. St. Clalr of 126 Toledo
Street In Bradner, was pronounced
dead on arrival at the Wood County Hospital after attempts at resuscitation at the pool faUed.
St. Clalr was participating in the
Wood County Retarded Children's
School summer swlmnlng program at the time of the accident.
There were 20 children participating in the class.
Two lifeguards and an instructor for the Wood County School
were on duty at the time of the
accident.

Bowling Green's summer program Is one of the nation's largest
In relation to the percentage of fall
enrollment, said Dr. Ralph Geer,
dean of the summer school
program.
A total of 4,626 undergraduate
and graduate students are enrolled
In the first five week summer term.
The session Involves 785 freshmen,
446 sophomores, 624 Juniors, 907
seniors, and 429 transient and unclassified students.
There are
1,372 graduate students working on
either their masters or post
masters degrees.
The College of Education has the
largest enrollment with 1,700 students. Enrollment In the College
of Liberal Arts Is 601, and in the
College of Business Administration
461.
New freshmen must enroll for
the full summer quarter program
which Involves 10 weeks of classes.
A total of 477 students this
summer are entering freshmen.
There are 56 transfer students.
According to Mr. Glenn Van
Wormer, assistant dean of faculty
and registration, the statistics for
the second term are not yet available.
Mr. Van Wormer stated
the enrollment Is not expected to
be as large for the second term
as it was for the first
A num\er of classes for the second term have less than the minimum enrollment requirements.
For 100 and 200 level courses the
minimum Is twenty students. For
300 and 400 level courses It Is
ten, and for graduate courses, five.
Although many classes have a
low enrollment, Dean Geer stated
this does not necessarily mean

Neil A. Armstrong

"You're from WHERE?"
"Wapakoneta."
"Is that in the United States?"
"It's near Lima."
"Oh yen, I pass It on 1-75."
God, how many times I've been through that conversation! Until approximately a week ago, I had
the distinct Impression that people thought I was
making up the name Wapakoneta.
Then cami> Apollo 11 and Its flight conmander—
Neil Armstrong. Now the conversation changes a
little.
"Where ya' from?"
"Wapakoneta."
"Hey, that's where what's-his-name's from. You
know, the astronaut. Do you know him?"
"Well, not...."
"What's It like to live In Wapak-uh-your town?"
Well folks, that an easy question to answer. It's
like living in Just about any other farming community
of 7,000 Inhabitants—not counting dogs cats and
goldfish.
Wapak Is a quiet, friendly town that's bursting
with pride. Signs of "God Bless Nell" and "Our
Man on the Moon" decorate every part of the town.
Contrary to popular opinion, we don't have both
Incorporation signs on the same post! As a matter
of fact, we have several large signs that read "Welcome to Wapakoneta, Home of Nell Armstrong—first
civilian astronaut."
Due to circumstances beyond our control, these
signs became Incomplete Sunday at 10:55 p.m. The
first American on the moon Is a native of the small
town.
Needless to say, the town Is in an uproar. A very
happy uproar that will last for several days. Then
slowly, Just like the other time Nell made a Journey
Into space, the townspeople will begin to settle down.
They will return to their normal lives remembering
that the first man to step foot on the moon is from
their town and they know him.
As I said, it's a small, quiet farming town—almost
like any other. But there's one difference—the 7,000
people in Wapak have tremendous love and pride In
their country, their town and Neil.
As they say back home, "God Bless Nell."
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editorial
The Apollo II crew's lunding on the moon is u tremendous cause
for celebration throughout the nation.
This landing is the key to the interplanetary flight that has long
been the dream of man. There are those who would have us end
our space program with the lunar landing.
We must not allow this to happen. The space program has contributed many developments that would have taken man a much
longer time to achieve—and there is every reason to believe that
new developments will continue to arise through this program.
The space program is more than achieving an idle dream of traveling beyond the earth, and should be regarded as such. We
should celebrate the lunar landing as a great achievement, but we
must accelerate our space program so man may achieve more of
his dreams.
The celebration at Howling Green State I'niversity will be dampened by the loss of professor Jesse J. Currier, a man instrumental in establishing u journalism major at this University. The
News staff mourns the passing of a very warm friend.

On revolution
deviate; the rebels turn Into revolutionaries. The freedom and
noble ends the rebels once sought
"Revolution Is madness, an ob- are lost in their beliefs and
session that attacks the person- actions which com? to control their
ality, paralyses Its freedom, and lives.
subjects It completely to an ImperIn order for "the Revolution"
sonal and unhumanforce."Nicolas to succeed, human beings become
Berdyaev.
objectified. The revolutionaries
Revolution Is the violent over- must use the people they once
throw of an existing political and sought to better, as tools. The
social order with the ensuing es- people become the means to an end
tablishment of new political and for a small handful of professional
social Institutions. It Is the crea- revolutionaries.
At this point
tion of something new that never freedom ends and slavery begins.
existed before. Revolution Is a
Marx, who In part formulated
modern concept, and as with most the Ideology of most contempormodern notions, It Is battered ary
revolutionaries, has said,
around by many with little under- "An end
that requires unjust
standing of what It Is and what Its means, is not a Just end." When
Implications are.
"the Revolution" reifies men,
There Is a small but strong and
it is no longer Justifiable. The
determined revolutionary move- means
to a revolutionary end
ment afoot In America today. Sev- kills the freedom the rebels once
almost all of them under thirty, sought. The revolution ends In
have decided that the only way to a reign of terror and the encure the Ills of the United States slavement of the people It once
is through revolution. The doml- sought to free and to better. Thus,
nent Ideology of this revolutionary the rebels negate themselves by
youth movement Is revolutionary not fulfilling the ends they once
communism, based on Marxlst- so avidly pursued. This has hapLenlnlsm.
No other means of pened In ALL previous revolutions
social change other than "the In the past two centuries, from
Revolution" Is viable with this the American Revolution (which
Ideological stance.
was not a true revolution!) to
It Is quite clear that the norm- Castro's revolution.
There Is
ative process of homeostatsls Is little doubt that it would not hapnot meeting the moral challenges pen with the contemporary revoluthat face the Western nations today. tion In America if a revolution
I question, however, whether revo- were to come about.
lutionary social change Is desiraThus to me, revolution is not
ble to bring about rapid social viable means of social change,
change.
and "the Revolution" Is a fraudA revolution always begins with ulent Impostor of freedom which
a number of people In rebellion In actuality It would destroy.
against an unjust society and People are not worth killing, enagainst the human condition In gen- slaving and objectifying for any
eraL They organize their rebellion reason. Especially not for Ideoland enact a program to correct ogies and historical
necessity.
social and political evils. They Albert Camus has said, "Every
soon learn that rapid social change revolutionary ends by becoming
Is strongly resisted by those is either an oppressor or aheretlc."
power. They eventually become I chose not to be an oppressor—
revolutionaries, believing that re- I will have no part of revolution.
volution and violence Is the only I have been a rebel and a revoluway to effectively change their so- tionary and I am again a rebel.
ciety.
I rebel against both an enslaving
But something happens to this and an unjust society and against
very human rebellion along the an enslaving and an unjust Revoluway: It Is lost. The rebels feel tion. If I am to be a full human
a necessity that "the Revolution" being, as every true rebel Is, then
must succeed; humanhess Is hard- I will be a "heretic" rather than
ened into an unflinching ideology a prostitute to my humanness In
from which none of the fold must the nam e of "the Revolution."
By TOM SHELLEY
Guest Columnist
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On a pavement in Cleveland
By FRED ZACKEL
Arts Page Editor
Cleveland, man, where everyone
drives a dented car. Didn't see
one without something, smashed
and battered fenders, big old ugly
crinkled bumpers, disappeared
headlights, rusted holed rocker
panels. You can't make It without
one wreck. It's the only sight to
see, said Garry. And I'm at home
in my town, scene stealing, looking at the high buildings and the
low people. Just cruising, sights
and sounds from monolithic apartment building complexity. Sam the
Super tells me that there are fifty
apartments on a floor, six floors
to a building, and twelve buildings
in all, like a beehive or a wasp's
nest, he says. That's three thousand six hundred I figure, with
maybe two or three in each or
total of ten thousand eight hundred happy? people In the lnbetween scene. It's urbane, someone
else said, with all sorts of places
to go, and this great big Emerald
Necklace to fill in the emptied
spots. Green woods bird songs
anti-pollution controls and even
Euclid Creek and Mount Baldy
which I climbed once with Mary
the woman next door's kids when
I was nine or ten years old. The
Forest City, baby, when the name
now means a hardware store chain,
and the river is the only watery
fire hazard in the nation, and you
can walk across it from beer can
to beer can. Boa* ride on that river when I was eleven, and what
a drag, with belly-up fish and
stench
and white latex refuse
floating past the tug boat, all moving north with the river. Deeply
bedded snags and teethy piles of
tlm'ier can slash a boat In seconds
flat, make It sinking, call for help.
And the polka shows which Ikinda'
enjoy though enough can be enough
but that's the Cleveland scene, dig
the polka, Polish or Slovlnlnn
'' folkdance" Institutionalized. Never big in the old country, my uncle told me once. Don't mention
"folkdance" else someone thinks
you're mocking. But I ain't, 'cause
ain't my way to do things. I like
the dance, but Garry hates the
stuff, he told me often, and that
Is why he left the big family
wedding early. Seems to be heard
as bad noise, he says they all
sound so alike. I even danced with
my sister then, wasn't real bad,
not as Cleve people make It out to
be. That was a groovy wedding,
with the Irish people clinking
spoons against the wine glasses,
"Kiss the Bride", and that's my
fam.'ly which I love, they're cool.
I wonder what It's like to live
fulltlme In Cleveland. Been a cou'e years or so. And Bill Is late,

ain't here yet, oh, hurry up, Grand
Charioteer, (like an accordlan In
warm milk). Plenty of bystanders
standing by and watching me,
sitting as I am on pavement, they
applauding my scene, a couple of
seniors In citizenship on the fifth
floor balcony, watching this kid
type on cement in our parking lot.
Hi. Buddha-style typing, conducive
to people staring. But they smtle,
no hassle, waiting for my ride to
school. Looks odd, don't It? Yeah,
I guess It do. Just one kid with his
typer on his bell suitcase, copy
paper In the slot, punching, bunching the keys, spelling words, waiting for the Journey back to class on
Monday, hurry up Bill you're one
hour late already. It's the driveway
and people move In cars passed
past trying to read these words.
Sorry but it ain't that good In
wordy print. "Crazy kid, he likes
to write. You think that's what
he'll do all his life." No beard,
hair not long, Just shaggy, like a
graduate student, can't even think
like a hippie, Just me, Just a kid,
a Democrat or a Republican, Just a
kid who trys to print some words.
No politics, no festivals, Just writing, trying to save some words for
maybe something which looks longer in scope. Don't call me names,
Just call me Zack. The rest ain't
true. And Bill still Isn't here,
and I must mall one letter to
Jackie, her letter this month. She
writes from Vermont Instead of
Connecticut, In a different scene,
and she mentioned Rosemary's
wedding and a hlbachi on a lazy
susan, and Jackie says I must
meet some friend of hers, who
is like me, .In personality and psychology. Hurry, Bill, this can't go
on forever. Smiley Face plays guitar later tonight, which is a change
from last tlm? I saw him when he
limped across campus on a date.
He hadn't limped when he picked
her up at her dorm. Must be something new, like she kicked him in
the leg o. something. But she was
sympathetic, holding him high to
show the world. But Miss Jackson
buys me clams and drinks when I
make it to her town. Charley-O was
happy for us last time, as was
the other scenes. Phil still owns
two coats of mine, I left behind.
But Jackie says she can't find herself a man In Vermont, she's
headed into Paris next to study.
All lisps and toe-walking people
she says. College affects some like
that. I get a gut reaction. One
thing that bothers me. And I must
send a gerwell card (his week, else
some will scream "No comprehend". Something to keep the faith
restored in me. White blood and
a choked throat, "How long?", I
ask upset. Still upset and worried
now. Damndls-easeof life. Sam the

Super walks up with his wife, they
smile In friendship, they must think
I'm nice. Sam states that several
got all upset, called him about my
typing in the parking lot. Someone
can't s«.e the words and they objectify. The suitcase bell clatters as I
type. What does the I Ching say about this? Sam says It ain't a public nuisance, he likes It, he run
shotgun on this stagecoach. My
mom pays moneys, it's ok, Just
her son typing in the parking lot.
He had to know though who It was,
that's all. He says Its cool. Hassles
not for me from him. But then
Mrs. #307-C drives by and asks
if this Is Candid Camera. I tell
her no, Just me typing, doing words,
trying to think about hometown.
Wow, she says, you must be a
writer. Instant Art, she thinks.
She watches over my shoulder,
looking, praising at my words.
She got her Masters from Vassar.
I don't think they have a Masters
from Vassar, but I say nothing,
waiting for Bill. While right above
me is a superchlck in bikini catching suntan rays from the seven
o'clock sun. She's been there for
one whole hour, my typing hour,
Just resting on a fold-down lawn
chair on her balcony, one flight
high. Pin the tall on the donkey,
me thinks, for the sun is on the
other side of the apartments. The
shadows are real deep here, no
sunshine for the girl. She must
be here for me. I think I won't
notice. I have to pay to learn at
school. That's reason enough. One
gaping mouth drives by, maroon
Lincoln Continental.
He looks
eighteen years old, filled with acne,
fuzzy hair. He don't understand the
call of the words. When words
come to mind, It is a writer's sin
not to write them. The only major ■
sin: forgetting to say what things |
come up from mental depths, and ;
even If they're worthless, 'cause
the bilge has to go somewhere,
even If it's on clean white copy I
paper. Words must be written. |
Like some writer once said to me:
only two rules to observe, you're I
much too long and the words aren't
correct. There's always something
shorter and better said, like Finnegan's Wake. Two drive by, the
woman tries to scan the page, she's
seven feet too far away. Sorry,
this Is elite, not pica. And Cleve- I
land has dented cars on roads and
avenues. Haven't seen anything not I
scarred. Metal comes cheaper than I
food, my uncle told me last tlms. I
One can do right by aiming carefully. Trouble comes In paragraphs, like zigzag lightening
streaks. Pretty words, another
column written, hurry up, Bill. And
here he comes, full family In the
car, Brother Jack, and Sister
Diane, in wings of silver, flashing
Boy Scout man.

Who killed education?
Bv DIANE JOHNSON
At last the minute hand crept
up to the ten. It's hard to believe
how slow that clock can run when
you're In a hot classroom for two
hours listening—or should I say
trying to listen to a far from inspiring lecture.
Sleepily I picked up my notebook and left "the furnace" for
another day. .
"Hi Pam," I said, trying to
muster some enthusiasm. "What
did you get out of that lecture?"
"Not a thing. How about you?"
"Are you kidding. I spent the
whole two hours trying to keep
awake."
"He sure can't teach worth a
darn, but I hear he's a brilliant
researcher."
"Then why doesn't he stick to
the research and leave the teaching to somebody who can teach?
I tell you, this guy is slowly but
surely klUlng any enthusiasm I
might have had for education."
"I know what you mean. I took
this course thinking it m'.ght be
Interesting. In fact, I was even
thinking of mlnorlng In it, but
after this prof I wouldn't take

another course In this for the
world. This whole subject has been
literally "killed" as far as I'm
concerned."
"You know, I hear there's not a
single good lecturer In this whole
department; but they're all great
at their research projects."
"Wow! I wouldn't care If the
prof only graduated from the eighth
grade and never did research in
his life as long as he could get
his point across in the classroom
and keep me Interested enough in
the subject to want to learn."
"I know. I just wonder why, whoever does the hiring at this university doesn't realize that. I
mean, a brilliant man can be a
lousy teacher, and If he's a lousy
teacher no one else Is going to
benefit from his brilliance, so why
teach?"
"Maybe a solution would be to
require all teachers, Including college profs, to take a few methods
courses."
"I think that's a great idea, but
how do you convince those guys
in the power tower of that?''
" Heck if I know. Hey, you know
we have exams tomorrow? How

much of that book do you have]
read?"
"Oh, about one chapter. No mat- j
ter how hard I try, I cannot mus- |
ter enough enthusiasm 'or this subject to read the other 920 pages. |
But I've got a great prof In my
other subject and you know, I've I
got all my reading done for that |
course."

Utttrs policy
The BG News welcomes
letters and columns from students and faculty members.
Letters and columns should
be typed and double spaced.
While the News reserves the
right to edit, accept or reject
letters or columns, the editor
will contact the writer when
possible.
The writer's name, address
and telephone number should
be Included with the letter or
column.
The News does not print letters which are llbelous or in
poor taste, or are obviously
based on factual errors.
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Speech Professor-Active and Enthusiastic
By DEBBIE PERKINS
Staff Reporter
Dr. Otto Bauer, professor of
speech, was one of the six faculty
members who served on the commission Investigating the mission
of the University, dubbed "Mission
Impossible"
by some In the
University community.
The comn'ssion, under the direction of chairman Dr. Goodwin,
professor of philosophy, Is now In
the process of writing a "white
paper" (or the "gray paper','as a
few have called It), which will be
a summary of the discussion and
findings of the seminar. This Is
expected to be widely circulated
on the campus In the fall.
Dr. Bauer Is doing a personal
essay on "The Necessity of Crtllclsm" as his area of special Interest. He feels that the University's traditional objectives of
teaching, research, and public service are not fully meeting the
mission of the University unless
criticism Is added as a fourth objective. This Is Indlspenslble to
♦he University, according to Dr.
Bauer.
Dr. Bauer earned his bachelor,
masters, and doctoral degrees at
Northwestern University. Following his education, he was a pilot In
the air force for five years, during

which time he completed his dissertation. Dr. Bauer also taught
English at the U.S. Air Force Academy and from there came to
Bowling Green In 1961, which he
said has been a "very satisfying
experience." He called B.G. a
"young, growing Institution which
offers opportunity to anyone willing
to work." He said that Bowling
Green Is often talked about as a
conservative campus, but he thinks
of It as moderate. He stated that
he has never felt suppressed In
any way and that he could always
freely express his creative Ideas.
He said that the community here
Is "too receptive to new Ideas
and people to be considered conservative."
As assistant dean of the graduate school, Dr. Bauer has been
primarily In charge of admissions
and fellowships. In the past year
he has been a television Instructor for a speech class, and has
taught graduate seminars In semantics and the theory and forms
of debate. He likes to get the Ideas
across through group dynamics
rather than trying to put through
the Ideas of an Individual. In this

although many of his friends and
colleagues seem to think otherwise.
A mentor will be In charge
during his Internship, which is for
the purpose of preparing him for
administration. During his intern-

ship he will be supervised by the
vice-chancellor (vice-president)
of student affairs and then by the
vice-chancellor of academic affairs. After this he will return to
Bowling Green In June of next
year.

Dr. Otto Bauer

The LAW
Can Be Broken!!!

m
Traffic court
Sum mar
Student Traffic
Court will be open starting
on Thursday, July 24. The
office will then be open every
Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday. Ray Froellch, Chief
Justice, announced that the office will be open from 2 to
4 p.m.

way, group numbers tend to feel
a sense of commitment to their
Ideas, and are more effective.
He has done some lecturing on
communications for Marathon Oil
Company In the management practice program. He has also been
Involved In the publishing of three
books. He Is the author of "Fundamentals of Debate: Theory and
Practice". He Is co-author of a
second book, "Guidebook for Student Speakers", with Glen Mills,
professor of speech at the University of California, Santa Barbara. He Is general editor and
contributor of a third book "Introduction to Speech Communication" with nine other authors.
In past years, Dr. Bauer was
active In faculty senate and the
President's Advisory Council. Now
he Is concerned with his plans
for the fall.
Dr. Bauer will be an A.C.E.
fellow (American Council on Education) In the Academic Administration Internship Program. He
chose to serve his Internship at
the
University of California,
Berkeley. He considers himself fortunate for being accepted there.

SALE REPORT
Perfect
symbol of love

Last week we saw Rick (Fearless Fosdick) Law,
THE UNIVERSITY SHOPS, INC.Private Eye, putting the cuffs on Crazy Denny and hauling him
off to Columbus to catch the "Wrath of the Great
Father."
However, before Fearless could get
Denny out of town, Crazy Denny had persuaded
Fearless (How? We can't mention.) to stay in
B.G. and go into cahoots with him. After one
week we see Crazy helping Fearless into the
U-Mobile after an average tales day.

University
Barber Shop
Hours 8:30 A.M.
to 5:30 P.M.
RAZOR HAIRCUTTING
HAIR STRAIGHTENING

Buckeye
Room
UNIONGill for Appointment
or walk-in
Ext. 2225

CROWN
• 430
ALSO
■ ISO
TO 1*79

KL&.KiT2 lao-lca

n*

>ers

JEWELRY STORE
125 N MAIN

The Pancake House
• Char Broiled Steaks
and Chopi
• Full Course Family
Dinner
IS VARIETIES OF
PANCAKES A WAFFLES
Open Tuti. thr» Sat 7:3»-l
Sudayi 7:M-7
Reserve our Williamsburg
Room for your Private Parties

■412 EonWooster
CLOSED MONDAYS

jRedaurant
W ^& ^^ ^& ^f &£& ^j&' ^£ jot ^ftr Jug

SO LOOK OUT B.G. NOW BOTH OF THEM HAVE FLIPPED
OUT AND THE U-SHOP IS UP FOR GRABS!!!!!!!!

The U-Shop is NOW
at 1/2 PRICE
WOMEN'S
Blouses & Knit Tops-Jonathen
Skirts, Skooters, Koolots
Jeans
Ladie Bostonians

Meyers & Crazy Horse
1/2 ■ 1/3 OFF
$2.50
Vi OFF

MEN'S
Trou-Casual & Dress
Shirts- Ls-Ss
Suits & Sports Coats
Ties & Belts

ttOFF
As low as $1.99
Starting at $17.50
Yl Price

Shr
Hmurrfifty

fcPric
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instructional center
has special material
By HEIDI HILAMEN
Staff Reporter
An Interesting and relatively new
corner of the library Is the Instructional center which handles
materials for handicapped children. Along with the materials are
techniques and research related to
the education of the special student. All materials are available
on a loan basis to teachers In
Lucas, Hancock and Wood counties.
This Title 6 project, which began
last October, Is federally funded
and is one of seven in Ohio. The
Bowling Green center is a satellite
project out of Michigan State.
Some of the specific objectives
of the IMC are:
1. To sensitize the teachers )f
handicapped children to what constitutes adequate teaching materials so they can better evaluate
the myriad of new materials now
being commercially produces.
2. To provide a central clearing house for the multitude of new
Instructional materials appearing
on the educational scene so that
objective evaluation of such materials and intelligent recommendation for their most appropriate
use can be made.
3. To establish laboratory classrooms where ongoing evaluation of
materials can be made by using
them with students In a real classroom setting.
4. To provide a Center for the
Instruction of teachers-ln-tralnlng
In the most up-to-date curriculum
materials and procedures.
5. To keep abreast with the newest In research findings of what
constitutes effective teaching
tools.
After materials are loaned out,
the program, said, "An evaluation
Is made by the teacher to determine the usefulness and success

In her particular classroom. If
the materials have proved helpful, hopefully the administrator
will purchase them."
"The loaning process gives
teachers a chance to try out different methods and approaches,"
statad Mrs. McMlllln, who visits
the classrooms and demonstrates
materials and aids teachers in getting started.
Involved also in the center Is
Mrs. Mona Elkum, secretary to
Mrs. McMlllln, but who Mrs. McMlllln said, is "much more than
a secretary." She has been actively working with the development of
the Center. Also, University students are engaged in work at the
Center.
As for the future of the IMC,
Mrs. McMlllln said, "The center
is expanding all the time." At
the present, additions are being
made In the areas of blind, deaf,
emotionally disturbed, neurologlcally and orthopedlcally handicapped children.
Exposure to the Center Is Increasing since the first open house
In March. Many professors have
taken their classes to view the Center and reservations are already
being made by teachers for fall

campus
calendar
JULY 25—Tiie campus movie,
"The Silencers" starring Dean
Martin will be shown at 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m. in 105 Hanna Hall.
AUGUST 1—There will be a
dance from 7-10 p.m. on the Student Services terrace (weather
permitting). The group " Hope Well
Hock" will be featured.

Seniors study in Europe
By LISA KLENK
Staff Reporter
Twelve Bowling Green State University students are participating
In the program Summer Seminar
Business Abroad 1969. The seminar Is a four-week study-travel
session for seniors and rising seniors In business and/or economics
only.
The program Is designed to combine the cultural values of travel
with relevant educational experiences as background for senioryear studies. By attending lectures
and panel discussions in the United
States and six European countries,
the students will evaluate the role
of American business In Europe,
the barriers that exist to rapport
between Americans and nationals,
and the contrasts that are evident
between American and European
business practices, philosophies,

and procedures.
On July 3, the group began to
combine schooling and vacationing
in Washington D.C., London, Birmingham, Brussels, Copenhagen,
Frankfurt, Milan, and Barcelona.
During their stay in Europe, the
students are participating in field
trips to various large Industries,
such as Colgate-Palmolive Company, Kodak, ITT, and Dow Chemical.
Planned excursions to Shakespeare Country, Rhine, and other
points of Interest and culture are
also on the agenda. The visiting
students are allotted substantial
free time to learn the habits, customs and culture of Europeans.
The participants will arrive back
In the States on July 29.
Comments of former participants have been quite favorable.
Some called this program "the
greatest learning experience of

my life." Others stated that there
are "no words to describe the
outstanding places, people, and
activities of the trip." And one
student said that the summer Seminar "has made me aware of the
great challenge existing In international business; some day I hope
to be a part of It."
Registration for the seminar was
the first week of the summer term.
Each student in the seminar will
be credited with eight quarter
hours for taking part In the program. Dr. John R. Davidson of the
marketing department at Bowling
Green In the tour director.

Bigelow
Music Shoppe
"Everything Musical"
All latest hits in records ond
albums, sheet music, methods
and folio Si
Instrurm ntn and Repair

NEED A
BANK??
Stop at

ah

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET

BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402

DORSEY'S DRUGS

For All Your Needs

Soon To Open-University Office

OPEN SUNDAY NOON 'TIL 6 PM
MON-SAT 9 AM TIL 10 PM

Stop and Visit Our Pipe and
Tobacco Shop
tt*V»'*** BBB-CHARATAN-GBD

MEN'S

£Ptisane
203 N. Main

"We use FRESH dough"

FREE Delivery

f0000000+00*

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

10" 12" 14" 18"

Ph. 352-6782 or 352-5167
5 P.M.-l A.M. Daily

SANDAL
SALE
4.99
TO

GET

CASHFORYOUR

5.99

FIRST SEMI-QUARTER BOOKS

SAVE MONEY ON
USED TEXTBOOKS FOR
SECOND TERM

REGULARLY S7-S8. Make tracks if you want to snap up a pair
of air-cooled sandals by Allen Temple! Lots of zingy styles,
--in heaviest leather-tanned to perfect shades of brown.

Select from a variety of School
Supplies, Gifts, and Posters.
AT

Bee-Gee Bookstore
Across from Harshman

LASALLES
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Armstrongs await son's return
In Wapakoneta to make a study
and resolution of construction
costs and location. Rhodes estimated that the proposal would be
before the General Assembly some
time this week.
"We'll have to get money, an
architect and a contract before
construction can begin, and, of
course, consult with Nell and the
Armstrong family," continued the
governor. "We'd like to make It
a private foundation, If possible,
and hope to raise a total of $1

Store. "We had planned for everyone to be here when Armstrong
came home, but not now."
The Wapakoneta Dally News
printed over 1,000 extra copies
of Monday's paper. "The worst
part Is over for the day," commented Mrs. Paul Weber, approximately one-half hour before closing. "At least they've stopped

Property value has zoomed In
the town.
The words "First Man on the
Moon" have been added to the
Incorporation signs on the highways leading into town. Purple
spaceships on street poles serve
as direction pointers.
A banner with 28-Inch letters Is
stretched across the Interstate *75

million."

\i\

*kSfoM
^0****^
(Editor's note: Two members of
the BG News staff visited Wapakoneta earlier this week. They
attended press conferences at the
Armstrong home and the Nell A.
Armstrong Airport.)
Wapakoneta—"Everyone's gone
to the moon. . . " A popular
song, from a few years back, mlr-

Mrs. Armstrong

rored these thoughts. Not everyone
has gone to the moon, but Nell
Armstrong and Edwin"Buzz" Aldrln have.
One of min's longest dreams
has finally come true. The Flash
Gordon Illusion of Interplanetary
flight and visitation has become a
reality, and the first man to walk
on a foreign surface—Nell A. Armstrong—has become a national hero.
Armstrong, the nation's first
civilian astronaut, Is a native of the
Wapakoneta area. He was born
August 5, 1930, In a small, twostory farmhouse five miles southwest of here.
"The children could learn how
to work here with grandpa," com-

mented Steven K. Armstrong, the
astronaut's father.
No one lives In the whlte-shlngled farmhouse now. It belongs
to Mrs. William Korspeter, Mrs.
Armstrong's mother.
The elder Armstrongs and Mrs.
Korspeter reside In town at 912
Armstrong Drive. The front lawn
Is littered with television cameras,
a television set and a number of
spectators hoping to see the parents of the first man on the moon.
An 80-foot extra-powered transformer has been constructed behind the home so that radio and
television broadcasts can be made
directly from Wapakoneta. The
broadcasts are made on a pool
basis in cooperation with the American Broadcasting Company, the
the Columbia Broadcasting System.
The Armstrong garage has been
converted Into a press room for
the use of correspondents from
various parts of the world.
A huge pile of firewood borders
one side of the front lawn, and
searchlights line the shrubs of the
recently constructed home.
Governor James Rhodes visited
the Armstrong home Monday evening to congratulate the parents
and announce plans for a museum
and shrine In Wapakoneta.
"His visit was a complete surprise to us," stated Mrs. Armstrong. Her husband added, "We've
been good friends and he's coming
to see us. He hasn't been to our
new home. It's the nicest thing he
could have done."
On his arrival at the Nell A.
Armstrong Airport, located a few
miles southwest of town, Rhodes
stated, "Wapakoneta Is the largest
city In the world this week."
He described Armstrong as a
"typical young man in nature, a
great m'nd, a genius. He's close
to his family and the son of Ohio
stock. We're proud of him."
Rhodes
promised
that the
"birthplace of Nell Armstrong will
be made into a shrine someday.
We want to show the world where
the first man on the moon was
born."
The elder Armstrong expressed
a desire to keep the 60-acre farm
located In the Upper Darby Plains
In his family. "It's rich land and
we want to keep It."
Rhodes promised to help him
do so, and added that "It will
remain In the Armstrong's hands
as long as they want. One day
It will become a shrine." He
suggested that the federal government should "be In on the shrine"
because this Is an event of national historical significance.
Governor Rhodes announced that
$500,000 has been appropriated for
the construction of the Nell A.
Armstrong Museum In Wapakoneta. "It will be dedicated to Nell,
and is the first of this type to
be dedicated to one person."
He said the museum would contain the equipment Armstrong used
in the Apollo 11 flight, but he
didn't Indicate how the museum
would obtain It. His only comment was, "we'll grab It before
some other museum,"
He Indicated that Dan Porter
of the Ohio Historical Society was

Rhodes Indicated to newsmen
that he had received three offers
for museum sites and money within an hour after he made his
initial announcement. "They've
Just called since I've been here."
Story and Pictures
by Fred Zackel
and Daneene Fry

Wapakoneta has become one of
the focal points of Interest by the
various communications media.
Life magazine has contracted the
Armstrong family for exclusive
photographic
and
background
rights for articles.
A public relations man, Thomas
Andrews, was appointed by NASA
to act as protocol officer at the
Armstrong home during the Apollo flight. Andrews explained, "life
goes on, even though there Is a
moon flight, so I'm here to help
Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong with the
press."

Meven Armstrong Home

taking them out in stacks anyway."
Stores throughout the town were
sold out of souvenlers. The lo:al

exits here. The words "Wapakoneta says—God Speed Nell" are
presented In orange I Iridescent
paint.

Klwanls Club had to re-order the
red and white souvenler pennants
which feature a picture of Armstrong and the words "Wapakoneta,
Ohio. Home of Astronaut Nell Armstrong."

The town Is awaiting the splashdown of the Apollo 11 crew today.
Preparations are being made fo:
Armstrong's return toWapakone
when his quarantine period is ove1.

■

Stephen Armstrong

Andrews helps the Armstrongs
screen hundreds of telephone calls
dally from friends, relatives, and
broadcasting and news personnel.
Nell Armstrong, termed the
"Man of the 20th Century", has
had several space firsts. He was
the nation's first civilian to make
a space flight, the first to rendezvous with an unmanned space
vehicle as commander of Gemini
8, and the first to dock two spacecraft In flight.
He was also the first to make
an
emergency landing. On
March 16, 1966, on the Gemini
flight, the only space emergency
of the Gemlna and Apollo programs came when one of the thrusters remained open. The flight
had to be terminated after six
and one half orbits around the
earth.
The town as a whole In in chaos.
"There have been so many tourists!" exclaimed Mrs. Emily Weber, employee of Wright's Variety

The Armstrongs and Gov. Rhodes announce plans for the museum in Wapakoneta.
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Rookie baffles
in pro league

SUMMER SOFTBALL -Intramural followers watch the summer softI ball action. Photo by Paul Deffenbaugh
■

BGSU Alumnus returns
to coach Falcon Cagers
Starting this (all Bowling Green
will have a new assistant basketball coach Jim McDonald, Doyt
Perry, BGSU's Athletic Director
recently announced.
McDonald Is not new to this campus. He attended Bowling Green
from 1955-1959. He earned three
letters with the Falcons during the
1955-59 basketball campaigns.
During that time the Falcons posted a 47-25 record.
His best year here was his sophomore year when he chalked up
an average of 14.1 points per game.

classifieds
FOR SALE OR RENT

During his senior year, McDonald
and Jimmy Harrow teamed as
guards and led the Falcons to the
MAC championship in 1959.
McDonald was pilot of the Falcons In both his Junior and senior
years. He Is still ranked as Bowling Green's 12th leading all-time
career scorer, having stuffed in
878 points In three years of conference action. He was also elected
to the second team of the All MidAmerican Conference Basketball
Team in 1959.

By BOB ALEX
Sports Editor
This year SanfWyche, John Stofa,
Dewey Warren and Greg Cook will
be battling It out for starting
quarterback soot on the Cincinnati
Bengals. Although most experts
think that Sam Wyche has the
quarterback position all to himself,
there are a few that think rookie
Greg Cook has a shot at It.
Cook, a first round draft choice
of the Bengals, Is a 6-4, 210 pound
dynamo from the University of CinclnnatL In addition to leading the
nation in total offense with 3210
yards last year, Cook was second
in passing record with 3,372 yards.
He also holds the National Collegiate Athletic Association passing record with 554 yards against
Ohio University in 1968.
Cook, from Chlllicothe, Ohio,
holds 15 University of Cincinnati
records and shares two others.
He ranks 15th in all-time career
total offense nationally with 4760
yards.
The new Bengal quarterback
played In the Senior Bowl, BlueGray and All American Bowl allstar games following last year's
season. "The best quarterback
prospect In the country" he was
proclaimed by most pro scouts of
both the AFL and NFL .
"We know we have signed a class
parson In Greg Cook," said Paul
Brown, head coach of the Bengals.
"We believe this young man will
become
an
outstanding pro
quarterback. He has all the physical equipment to make It. He
showed me a great deal of courage
last season when he had to pass
under heavy pressure."
"He's big, sets up deep, can
throw the long ball and Is extremely
accurate," added Brown. "He's
everything he should be and everything we want. He's the kind of
man you want to build a team with."
Cook commented that he Is anxious to begin playing football for
the Bengals, and added that training camp can't open soon enough
for him.

STARTS
WEDNESDAY, JULY 23

1 or 2 roommates needed for second session and fall. Call 3534711.
Home Ec major wants to share
apt. for '69-'70 school year. Close
to campus. Call 435-5037.
Room for male student near campus. Phone 352-7365.

With Matinees - Wed.-Sat.- Sun.
Wednesday Mat. - at 1pm
Eve at 7 & 9:30 - Sat. & Sun. Mat. at 2 & 4:30

NOW CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES AT POPULAR PRICES
DIRECT FROM ITS RESERVED SEAT
ENGAGEMENT!

Wanted: Two female roommates
to share apt. beginning Sept. Call
352-1685.
BUSINESS AND PERS3NAL
EVERYTHING COOL AT THE
CANTERBURY NOW. AIR CONDmONING FIXED. THE BEST
IN LIVE MUSIC, WED., THURS.,
FRI., SAT.
Will do babysitting In my home
by the day or week. Call 3546285 between 7 a.m. and noon.

■DickVanDyke
Sally Ann rlowfes "Lionel Jeffries ,
Fw."Chitty Chitty 'Bar^Baqg
._.SUPER PANAVISION TECHNICOLORj

United Artists

Bunts V Punts
By VINCE MANNIX
Sports Writer
Rick Perrln, right about now, Is
running through morning drills
along with 80 other candidates for
the New York Football Giants In
their training camp at Falrfleld
University In Falrfleld, Connecticut.
Rick, the Falcon's stellar
safetymm the past two seasons,
was selected in the ninth round
of last winter's pro football draft
by the Giants. He'll be competing
with seasoned pros like Carl
^Spider" Lockart, Scott Eaton,
Willie Williams and Bobby Duhon.
This was New York's starting
secondary last season, which, although It performed capably, was
sorely In need of depth. Rick
could very well be a part of the
Giant's picture In providing that
depth.
Within the next several weeks,
the current roster of some 80
players will be reduced to half
that number. Should Rick make
It past the final cut, the days
when he had to stop guys UkeOU's
Cleve Bryant and Bob Houmand,
Kent's Don Nottingham, Miami's
Kent Thompson or TU's Roland
Moss, will all be behind.
He'U be concerned with defending against NFL offensive stars
such as Gayle Sayers, Mel Farr,
Leroy Kelly, Willis Crenshaw, Bob
Hayes, Sonny Jurgensen, Jackie
Smith and others. More power
to him!
"Rapping here and there"

Several of last year's "senior
standouts" from both the gridiron
and basketball courts, will be
taking on coaching positions In and
out of Ohio. P.J. Nitray, who
quarterbacked the Falcons for
three years, will remain on the
scene at Bowling Green, but on
the other side of town.
He'U be the head coach for the
Bobcats of Bowling Green Junior
High School.
The man who was on the receiving end of PJ's passes 49 times
last season, Eddie Jones, will be
heading down to Findlay College
for an assistant coach's spot.
Dennis Zolclak and Bob Maltarich win still be a part of the
Falcon's "roost" as coaches on
the freshman football team. Den
was another three season performer for BG, manning the middle linebacker's position on a defense which sustained the Falcon's
reputation for tough teams. Bob
was also a cog In last year's
defense, playing cornerback.
Switching to basketball...John
Heft, who was Coach Contbear's
"sixth starter" last year, will be
heading out to Pershing College
In Nebraska and an assistant
coaching job there. John'sblggest
"problem" wiU probably be how to
best utilize the talents of some
6'6"—275 pound forwards.
PU be running down more of
this to you in the next few weeks.
So stay tuned to read more about
BG's secret efforts to supplant
Miami as the "coaching cradle
of the Midwest"

Bengals-Patriots tickets
available for $5 and $6
Game Committee Chairman Doyt L. Perry has announced that
seven-dollar seats are no longer available for the Cincinnati
Bengals vs. Boston Patriots benefit exhibition game in Bowling
Green on August 10.
"We've been flooded with requests for seven-dollar tickets,"
Perry stated, "and wlU only be able to fill those orders already
received."
He also stressed that plenty of good seats are still available
in the five and six-dollar categories, and that tickets on sale In
area Marathon service stations are "among the best In the
house."
Proceeds from the game will be donated to The Steve Beattie
Foundation, Inc. for the care and rehabilitation of injured Ohio
high school athletes.
Tickets can be purchased at the Bowling Green University
Athletic Ticket Office In Memorial Hall and at participating
Marathon stations.

Stay right there
We want you to enjoy your pizza so we'll
bring it to you, no need to tire yourself by
walking here. Our trucks are only minutes
away from you - our pizzas only minutes
from the oven. All you do is caH
WE DELIVER

fc

BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS

TOP MONEY PAID FOR
YOUR USED TEXTBOOKS
See Us For Used and New
Textbooks and Other Supplies
BROWSE THROUGH OUR LARGE
SELECTION OF RECORDS, SPORTSWEAR,
AND GIFTS

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
IN
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

PABLIAlS
353-1444 ~

or
1004 S. Main St.
3525177
FREE DELIVERY
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All eyes on Miss Ohio
ma
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The rain did not prevent the reign of Kathy Baumann, newly-elected Miss Ohio, last Friday when she
returned to Bowling Green.
Although Kathy's parade was delayed a half hour
because of the downpour, kids of all ages came to
wish the former Miss B.G. luck In Atlantic City.
Mayor Sklbble presented Kathy with a key to the
city, declaring Friday, "Kathy Baum.inn Day In Bowling Green."
Sklbble commented, "While your title now is Miss
Ohio, and someday we hope will be Miss America,
we will never forget that once you were Miss Bowling
Green."
Appearing with Miss Ohio were Ohio Treasurer
John D. Herbert and his wife, speaker of the Ohio
House of Representatives Charles Kurfess and wife,
and State Senator Howard Cook.
After signing hundreds of pennants, Kathy was given
a good luck kiss on the cheek by one small admirer.

Photo* by
Larry Nighswander
and Tony Santell
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Time, money, effort problems
| fof undergrouncj productions

Caucus Race
By BOB ERMAN
Either it all started on the Christopher Street pier when the Statue
of Liberty became a big corroded
screw, or I really was conceived
by a wheat field which makes it
natural for me to give you the sun
a flash at a time. Always ego.
Anyway, going down Route 23
looking through those rose tinted
glasses at the world before me and
the reflected Image of the world
behind me and at 65 mph, you're
not really located anywhere for
sure. Sunlight, refracted by the
lens Issues a bright green circle
which hangs in space and resembles
Itself. The engine is on fire pull
across traffic so fast no one has
time to cross himself Jump out
pull the guitar to a safe place
hear Ralph's wife yelling in Spanish let her out and make a mental
note to put a door handle on the
passenger side when you get a
chance burn your hand on the hood
and put the fire out with Steve
Llpson's old grey blanket pick up
the guitar and play John Hurt tunes
wait for a tow truck discover that
the engine still works anyway
though the wires are badly burned
see purple flowers growing on the
weather snow fence. Time is elastic. Station wagons pass us. Fred
and Martha (names I Imposed on
them) scowl at the filthy hippies
(names they learned before they
saw us) who grin back at them because their kids are in the back
smiling and holding up the V sign
which we return so as not to disappoint them. "All the world's a
stage..." Sister of the lady from
the pig farm where we stayed when
the wheel bearings went out Sunday
and we hitched as far as Midland and called because my brother
married one of their daughters and
took her away to Denver to a
good house in a respectable neighborhood that they will pay for forever with the money he makes as
a librarian. Sister of the lady,
you kept calling your daughters In
to do something else when they
started talking to and (GOD
FORBID) liking us and sent them
to bed because it was the appro-

priate time men walking on the
moon or no. Sister I love you
and you're stuck with it and I'm
sorry I told you the girls were
beautiful because I see now that
It put fear in your heart and you
will have to do something about
them. "The eye of an eagle, the
hand of a woman, the courage of
a lion." The web of a clever
spider fills a hole In the screen
on the cabin porch. He probably
starved to death what with no one
around to turn a light on most of
the year.

Photo by Larry Nighswander

Initially, any semi-literate observer of underground films would
realize that these films do not
represent anything slmlllar to major studlp yr'J'i'Jction?: Ar"t !?. US
own context, underground cinema
would be a failure If it were to
attempt such a task.
Time, finance, and effort mark
the major problems of "underground producers and directors".
They also mark the areas of greatest conflict with the general population.
Thus,
"underground
films" become UNDERGROUND,
FILMS. The films are not underground because they are subversive or radical, but because they
cannot match the facilities and faculties of the mass media. The
moneys to finance a production
are limited, the time spent to
create a film <s also limited
(since spending time also requires spending cash), and the
efforts of the cast and crew are
also restrictive (it takes a lot of
money to make a one-hour or
two-hour major production.)
Most underground films are created on American college campuses. Sometimes they represent the
Masters thesis In Speech or Drama, English or Art, and sometimes they are the culmination of
"Interdisciplinary programs",
and, even rarer, they may happen
to be actual class work In Cinema. Occasionally, they merely
represent several graduates, undergraduates, and professors who
managed to get together In a Student Union and say among themselves, "Hey, let's make a film!"
And while there are a lot of
creative geniuses "hanging around" the campus, usually the
majority of the work is handled
by a team of maybe four or five
close friends who have a comn.'tment to themselves. As can be
expected, "Works of Art" are usually not recognized as ART until
after they are seen by an audience.
In their preparation, these films
seem to become "living parasites
taking up time we could spend
doing other things". Yet, suffl-

Consequential data
(Once-weakly perusals of Infamous and Irrelevant material
which may or may not be useful
to you.)
For the people about to "hit the
road", New Mexico is providing
unusual hassles to people with
sleeping bags, long hair, etc...
there is talk that Jlml Hendrlx is
going to be at Woodstock and that
also Woodstock may not be happening. Lawsuits about po'.lce protection for the fairgrounds...." The
Band" has a new album In the
next month....there has been government talk about cracking down
on the cigarette papers manufacturers and the like. Shades of Lenny
Brucel
Something Is catching

on!....Isn't It strange that Martin
Luther King's brother drowned'.'
So soon afterward? Is there a conspiracy afterall?....Whatever happened to the City'8 plan to move
Grove Cemetery on campus?....
heavy rocks groups must have Just
discovered how to make the most
money on the least work, there
must be thirty "festivals" this
summer featuring the best groups.
And their pay is good. And a lot
of people go to each one. And
you get to meet your competition....
that new Beatles record Isn't the
Beatles, Just John and Yoko. The
song Is based on Tim Leary's
campaign next year for Governor
of California. Yeah. Good luck....
Outside of "Honky Tonk Woman"

by the Stones, rock and roll hasn't
said anything new lately. No excitement, no good vibes. Do I hear
a funeral strain In the distance?....
with luck, maybe the Cla-Zel will
be turned Into an art theater this
fall with British films and an
underground cinema and hlghclass
movies. Let the two Cinemas by
Harshman carry all the Hollywood
pictures. There's a literate audience here. Somewhere....Oh, there
is no such word anymore called
"Hippies". That's obsolete. The
new term is Just "hip", applied
to individuals, groups, or music.
Remind me later on that....any students In a r t here might be Interested to know that they can exhibit some of their own work at
Woodstock and maybe win twentyfour hundred dollars in prizes. All
exhibitors get free admission to
the music feast. That's not bad.
The News office has the new address to get Info....coeds on campus can now receive false eyelashes which are permanently
placed on the real lashes. Of
course, It's only in New York, It
cost fifteen bills, and it lasts two
or three weeks....If you want to see
a good flick, find any place featuring the movie, "If...". Well worth
the effort.

clent numbers of films are being
created yearly so that there are
several film festivals across the
nation plus many theaters who
subscribe to "UNDERGROUND
CINEMA 12", a nationally syndicated franchise for distribution.
(Rarely, do the producers of the
films which are shown receive
royalty checks which even temper
the financial costs of those film.?
being seen.)
They
are not "underground
films", they are merely "undersubsidized films". (It may be
pointed out that parts of the advertising for the film "Greetings",
which Is currently being played in
many cities, is that it is the "first
full-length underground film In
Technicolor". Because it is fulllength and In Technicolor, it cannot be underground.)
This movie, "Greetings", does
use some of the techniques Invented through underground cinema
and it does have a theme which
might be considered NewLeft-ish,
yet the existence of a rating from
the "GMRX" people shows that
the movie isn't underground. If It
were underground, It wouldn't have
subscribed to a voluntary rating
system. And everyone knows that
underground movies are not rated.
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But, perhaps the biggest gripe
that the American public has about
these films Is their compactness,
which Is again a function of money.
If financial backing were available,
then these films could be longer
and could carry developed plot,
character development, and could
be something other than "short
stories" or "descriptive passages".
To use an example which might
not hold under duress, underground
movies of the Sixties and the Seventies are extremely similar to the
Disney cartoons of the late Twenties. Mickey Mouse's first introduction to the American public
lasted less than ten minutes. And
again money was the problem.
Large studios have the backing
of the New York Stock Exchange.
Underground studios may have the
backing of two English professors.
And the themes of underground

movies pose another conflict. Underground cinema Is not radical;
on the contrary, they are expected
variations on conventional, traditional, classical them ?s. Since the
majority of producers and directors have a decent background in
literature, recurring themes from
.ancient history or literature can
be traced. Underground movies
show their creators' backgrounds.
Last July 10, Bowling Green
hosted several underground movies here, under the sponsorship
of Dr. Edgar Daniels of the English Department. There was Standing Room Only In the Auditorium.
One of the films, "Chinese Firedrill", which had won the grand
prize at last year's Ann Arbor
festival, featured variations and
Intermlngllngs of several classic
and philosophical themes. While
the basis of the film was Camus'
"The Myth of Sisyphus", other
aspects Included the Greek myth
of Prometheus, Pasternak's "Dr.
Zhivago", and a poem by T.S.
Elliot, (the name escapes me now.)
"Das Ballett" was a fantastic
farce on the grand Institution of
the dance, a film filled with outrageous nonsense, all enabling the
viewer to "realize" the artificiality of much modern ballet productions. Deliberate disgust to produce an Intellectual reaction.
But perhaps the grandest of the
movies was one entitled "The
Liberation of the Mannlque Mechanlque". This film, a glacierwhite transformation of Goya's
witchcraft paintings, depicted the
horrifying movement of a mannlquln (actually a girl painted white)
into a living, breathing female.
That film did more to Illuminate
the powers of the medium than
any other film currently available.
Yes, It was a fantasy, but the
slow, steady strangulation of a
mannlquln
by her essentials
(white feathers, white pearls, and
white Spanish lace: all symbols
of high fashion) Into a kind of
zombie-death
and then into a
"real living person" can be seen
as an allegory more students
should understand. And the High
Priestess of this death-sacrifice
was the caricature of a Vogue
Magazine model from the Thirties.
The underground cinema may
be the hallmark of future productions and It may also be the highest form of cinema. It may also
represent the ultimate technique
of Art.

Summer play
tryouts Monday

V

Tryouts for roles in the second play of the BG^ Summer
Theatre will be open to com mimity as well as campus actors on Monday, July 28 from
7 p.m. until 10 p.m. In the
Joe E. Brown Theatre.
The play, "The White Sheep
of the Family", is a suspense
comedy with acting opportunities for five men and four
women.
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